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Why dark matter? 



 postulated by Fritz Zwicky in 1930’s  

     to explain missing mass of the Coma cluster 

 a conjectured form of matter: 

    undetectable by electromagnetic radiation  

    presence can be inferred from gravitational effects 

 accounts for 23% of the total mass-energy of the 
Universe 
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 Recently, some direct detection experiments reported interesting results. 

KIMS 

HDMS 

CoGeNT 

TEXONO 

LUX 

DM-Ice 



 NaI target 

 As the Earth orbits the Sun, the velocity of 

the detector relative to the DM halo varies. 

 DAMA has detected an annual 

modulation in the event rate (8.9 σ C.L.)  

 13 annual cycles 

 Modulation amplitude: 0.0116 ± 0.0013 

 Phase: 146 ± 7 days  (cf. June 2nd) 

 Period: 0.999 ± 0.002 yr 

So far unconfirmed and difficult to 
reconcile with the negative results of 
other experiments assuming that the 

WIMP scenario is correct. 

EPJ C67, 39 (2010) 



 Ge target 

 CoGeNT observed the low-energy rise in a PPC spectrum.  

 Light (6-12 GeV) WIMPs provide a good fit to the data. 

arXiv:1002.4703 

arXiv:1004.0697 



 Hint for annual modulation? 

arXiv:1006.0650 



 Each contains 300g CaWO4 crystal 

32 events , 8.7 ± 1.4 background  

 

 What is going on in the O band? 

 α-leakage?  Neutrons? 

 Something new?   

     ⇒ Low mass WIMPs?? 

 More statistics is needed. 



Schwetz, PPC 2011 



 Ge target 

 5 events passed all the cuts, background < 3.0  arXiv:1103.4070 



 Ge target 

 CDMS II observed two candidate 

events. 

 Background estimation due to surface 

leakage: 0.8±0.1 (stat)±0.2 (syst) 

 The probability that the 2 signals are 

just surface events is 23%. 

“Our results can’t be interpreted as 
significant evidence for WIMP 

interactions, but  we can’t reject 
either events as signal.” 

Sience 327, 1619 (2010) 





 3 events, 1.8 ± 0.6 background  

arXiv:1104.2549 







Detected ? Um… Well… 
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 Indirect detection experiments search for the products of DM annihilation: 
gamma rays, neutrinos, positrons or antiprotons  

  Not conclusive evidence since the backgrounds from other sources are not 
fully understood. 

Dark matter 



 SPI/ITRGRAL, HESS, AMANDA, IceCube, ANTARES, Super Kamiokande, 
PPB-BETS, ATIC, EGRET, HEAT, AMS-01 & 02, PAMELA, Fermi/LAT 

 



[PAMELA] PRL 
105, 121101 (2010) 

[PAMELA] Nature 
458, 607 (2009) 

 [Fermi]  PRD 82, 
092004 (2010) 





 

The origin of excessive 
energetic e- & e+ ?   



 Nearby mature pulsars:  
    In order to contribute significantly, neither too far, nor young, 

nor old                                                        D. Hooper, P. Blasi, P. D. Serpico, JCAP (2009) 

H. Yuksel, M. D. Kistler, T. Stanev, PRL (2009) 

S. Profumo, arXiv:0812.4457 

 Supernova remnants  
N. J. Shaviv, E. Nakar, T. Piran, PRL (2009) 

Y. Fujita, K. Kohri, R. Yamazaki, K. Ioka, PRD (2009) 

 TeV Dark matter:  decay or annihilation 

    Excesses in e- & e+ but not in p            Leptophilic DM 

           ☞ Decay: Required lifetime ~ O(1026s) 

          ☞ Annihilation: Majorana neutralino is disfavored. 

                 ∵ <σv>χχ→ff  is suppressed by mf
2/mχ

2 due to helicity flip. 

 



[INTEGRAL] A&A 
411, L457 (2003) 

[INTEGRAL] A&A 
407, L55 (2003) 



Possible sources of e+  



 Hooper & Goodenough,    
 PLB 697, 412(2011) 

Additional spherically symmetric component ∝ r-2γ 
with γ=1.34±0.04 

7-9 GeV DM with <σv>ττ=3.3·10-27 – 1.5·10-26 cm3/s ? 

Pulsar interpretation: 
K.N.Abazajian,    
JCAP 1103, 010 (2011) 
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DM direct detection:  

DAMA, CoGeNT, CRESST  →  GeV ? 

  XENON, CDMS  →  not detected ? 

 

DM indirect detection: 

  PAMELA, Fermi e- & e+  →  TeV  ? 

  Fermi GC γ-rays  →  GeV  ? 

  Integral 511 keV line  →  MeV  ?       



DM mass ? 
Experiments ? 

Thank  you 


